The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 


Quentin Cooper : Hello,in today's Material World,we name name's,why do scientists give things the names they do.Canis Familiaris is that giving a dog a bad name or a good one? Does a rose smell as sweet if you know its a Rosa Rogosa Scrobrosa? Why are the main moons of Uranus named after characters from "A midsummer Night's Dream"and "The Tempest"? How come the Common Gull isn't common,and the Mute Swan isn't mute,and why did the Brontosaurus turn into an Apatosaurus? And before going any further into what's acceptable and no-nos of nomenclature,I should reveal the names of the trio here to discuss it,they are botanist,Sandy Knapp,zoologist Jeff Boxshall,both from the Natural History Museum,and Jacqeline Mitten,from the Royal Astronomical Society. Sandy let's start with plants,because I think it did all start with plants.Clearly,any idea of a system is a load of rhubarb when it comes to everyday names,I mean things like turnips for instance,are known as...that means different things whether you're in England or Scotland,but in terms of scientific terminology,there is some sort of order out there? 

Sandy Knapp : Yes,scientific nomenclature as we know it today,where you have a genus name,and a species name,which is why it's called "binomial nomenclature" because there's two names involved. 

Quentin Cooper : There's two bits to the formal classification of all plants? 

Sandy Knapp : Exactly,before Lineus wrote "Species Plantarum",which is a book he published in 1753,from which we date all plant naming.... 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Sandy Knapp : ...plants were named with very long phrase....what we call "polynomial phrase names",and so for example cultivated wheat was known as Triticum Glumus Ventricosis Glabouris Imbricatis Aristatus,and that was all very good if you could remember all of that.But what Lineus realised,in 1753,was that as more and more plants were starting to flood in from the New World,from Asia,from the tropics,you kept having to have longer and longer names to distinguish one thing from another.So what he invented was a kind of shorthand,where he had the long phrase name,you know Triticum blad-de-blah-de-blah,and he put Estevum [Meaning "derived from Emilio Estevez",it must be all those "corny" lines in "Stakeout" ! -LB],in the margin of his book.... 

Quentin Cooper : Right. Sandy Knapp : ...and this was in...he invented this,not as a system of naming,but just as a kind of shorthand. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,just to try and keep his mind straight as to what was what? 

Sandy Knapp : Just to try and keep things straight,and people realised that this was a much more sensible,easy to remember,way of naming things,and it just caught on [You might say it "evolved" or "emerged" -LB] And one of the things I think people get confused about naming things,is in biology we name a species,and we give say the common cultivated wheat is called Triticum Estevum,or asparagus is called Asparagus Vulgaris,now what we're naming is not a real entity,we're naming a collective thing which is based upon opinion. 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Sandy Knapp : So whether or not this set of plants belongs to the species Triticum Estevum,is a botanist's opinion. [So is a species a hard and fast actual thing? Or is it like French or German a distinct thing only because it has a separate name? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : So in zoological terms to bring you in Jeff,I suppose this is back to our Canis Familiaris,that will cover a lot of different things that we all know to be dogs,it won't just mean one specific dog,it's not just one example? 

Jeff Boxshall : Yes,although most of these names are actually tied to a single specimen or a series of specimens.We refer to these as the "type specimens" and these are the specimens that are the ultimate source of reference.If there's any confusion about a name,you should go back and check your new material against the original type specimens. 

Quentin Cooper : You're not telling me there's some stuffed dog somewhere,that everyone uses as a reference point are you?! (giggles) 

Jeff Boxshall : (chortles) I don't know about the dog in particular,but Lineus's collection exists and most of it is here in London,housed in the Linean Society,just off Piccadilly, amazingly enough. 

Quentin Cooper : This is particularly plants though isn't it,with Lineus? [Belief1]Wmouth1

Jeff Boxshall : No plants and animals,in 1758,which is five years after the botanists,he applied his system to animals as well,so the 10th edition of "Systema Naturi" is taken as the starting point of zoological nomenclature,so we follow the Linean system exactly as the botanists do. 

Quentin Cooper : But it must have been rather tricky for Lineus,because he didn't have access to all the genetic knowledge that we have now,to decide what belonged in which category. How did he divide things up? 

Jeff Boxshall : Well generally he adopted this typological concept,so really he divided things up by looking for differences,looking for gaps between species,gaps between genera,and he would make a subjective judgement about the nature of those gaps,and whether it was worth calling something a different family,or a different genus,or whatever the category,because he also introduced a hierarchy of categories,which is part of the Linean system.In animals we have kingdoms,fila,classes,orders,families and so on.So it's a hierarchical system,and each one of those levels in the hierarchy relates to a certain degree of difference in his system.We now have turned that on its head somewhat,and we have the philosophical difference that we try to classify organisms on the basis of the similarities rather than the differences,and this is causing some tensions,it's causing some changes in names,but generally we're trying to closer reflect the evolutionary history that's generated all this great diversity of life we see. [So it's assumed it isn't created,when naming,I wonder why that is? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Okay,we'll get onto the tensions of the changes I think in due course,but Jacqueline Mitten,is there....are there parallels to this very,very ordered binomial system in the world of astronomy? 

Jacqueline Mitten : Well I think the world of astronomy is actually rather different, in listening to this it's clear that biological nomenclature is very closely linked to classification itself,whereas that's largely not a problem for astronomers. They know what a stars,what are planets,what are moons,and so on,but the whole question about what you call them is perhaps more political in a sense,because the history of what things are called really depends,you know,who shouts the loudest almost,it becomes accepted. 

Quentin Cooper : I thought you was going to say it was going to be more creative, but no the word is "political"! 

Jacqueline Mitten : Well by.....I mean political in the sense of the sort of decisions making about "Do you name things after who discovered them?" or "Who has the priority to suggest a name?" and "Whose the authority?","Are there going to be rules about it?".Many of the names use din astronomy are rooted in classical origins.I mean going back two and a half thousand years,some of the names we use today were in use two and a half thousand years or more ago,and you know,that's wonderful,and in many ways astronomers have been able to build on this great cultural heritage.Star names I hasten to say,are in some sense,unofficial.The powers that be,the International Astronomical Union,doesn't actually have any official star names as such,but it does have official names,it does bless if you like,official names for all objects in the solar system and for features on them. 

Quentin Cooper : Oh right,so all stars officially what,they're just a number or a letter or something are they and everything else is just a...is the common name? 

Jacqueline Mitten : That's right.The familiar names that we have for stars like,Polaris and Alderberan and Sirius and so on,everyone uses them including professional astronomers, these lovely old names for the bright stars,but they don't have any official status within the profession. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay,well let's say,we'll start with you Sandy,let's say I'm out there in my back garden and I find some new plant which turns out that nobody else has found,what liberties and what constraints do I have in the naming of it? 

Sandy Knapp : Well,essentially we have two different codes,and one of which is the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature.... 

Quentin Cooper : Right,you're clutching a big purple book here! (laughter) 

Sandy Knapp : ...which I'm clutching a big purple book,which has got the code in English and in French,and then there are lots of lists of accepted this and thats and recommendations.It's lots of recommendations,and a lot of rules,and one of the things I thought was interesting what Jacqie said was that "who shouts the loudest" and "who gets priority" because in both botanical and zoological naming there is an absolute rule of priorities,whoever proposed a name first that's it,it doesn't matter,and that's often why garden plant names change,is because someone finds and older name. 

Jeff Boxshall : That's also,to refer back to your original comment about Brontosaurus and Apatosaurus... 

Quentin Cooper : Yes,please do explain this one... ! (laughter) 

Sandy Knapp : Yes! 

Jeff Boxshall : Well it's exactly the application of this principle of priority that Sandy just mentioned,both names were established by the same palaeontologist an American called "Marsh" and in 1877 he described one incomplete dinosaur fossil and he called it Apatosaurus.Two years later,he found another fossil,it was a bit different,it was actually missing a head,and he estimated the head to look rather like a different dinosaur,hence he didn't recognise the relationship between the two.So two years later he erected the name "Brontosaurus" for this reptile,and that's the name that stuck,Brontosaurus stuck,and it wasn't until the 1970s that people started to think "Well we should correctly apply the name Apatosaurus to this particular animal",because they are one and the same animal,they were just two specimens belonging to the same species. [According to Aubrey Manning in "Origins" there is doubt as to whether Neanderthals are a distinct species.There does seem to be a very cloudy notion about what one exactly is and it seems to be somewhat of a value judgement,which rather muddies the creationist viewpoint about distinct types existing -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : That may be scientifically logical but isn't it terribly inconvenient? We all know...I grew up knowing what a Brontosaurus was, Apatosaurus doesn't mean as much to me,it's not as catchy I think,I mean why go to all the trouble of saying to people,"No that dinosaur you know is removed from the books,and we're having Apatosaurus in its place"? 

Jeff Boxshall : Yes,it is a bit sort of rigid application of rules,but if....as soon as you bend those rules,where exactly are you going to draw the line? It is a problem,all the.... 

Quentin Cooper : Oh but come on Jeff,couldn't they....it wouldn't have been too harmful to have said, "Look here's the Apatosuarus",which presumably had not....all the species that people had been finding Apatosaurus,they'd probably been calling Brontosaurus,just say, "well,let's call Apatosaurus,Brontosaurus". 

Jeff Boxshall : It wasn't actually as simple as that,even as early as 1903 they'd recognised that they were the same species,that they were two different sizes,and so on. [Were there objective criteria for them being the same or was it someone's judgement? -LB] So,it does annoy everybody,it annoys the public,it actually annoys the scientific community [I wonder if they should have a "community"-LB],names tat I learned and loved when I was an undergraduate,you know the common cockle out there when I learned its name it was Cardium Edulai,which means the edible cardium,it's now Cerastaderma Edulai.It doesn't have the same ring to it,it just doesn't sound and doesn't mean the same to me,but it's correct. 

Sandy Knapp : But on the other hand,botanical codes are done in a very different way to zoological codes,in that botanical codes are made by a group of...the botanical community coming together every five years and debating a series of proposals which are put out over those five years previous.All the proposals to change this current code which I have in my hot little hand,this purple book,is in fact,in about three months time going to be obsolete,and they'll be a new code which we all agreed,the botanical community agreed,in July of this year,so the whole community,I mean not every single one,people who go and are willing to sit through an entire week of debate about,you know, (Jeff laughs),it's often minutiae of how you do things,and one of the things that the botanical community has decided is that we can conserve or reject names.So if the case of Brontosaurus versus Apatosaurus cam up and Brontosaurus was in common use,we could,someone,I could or Jeff could or Jacquie could or someone from the scientific community,I think probably,if you did it Quentin,they would say "Who's that?"... [Why should it be up to an elite community? Don't we all have a vested interest in our language development? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Not unreasonable! 

Jeff Boxshall : I'm shocked. (laughter) 

Sandy Knapp : ..but you could make a proposal that Brontosaurus is in common use, changing it to Apatosaurus would upset everybody,it would upset horticulture,agriculture,you know,and Apatosaurus has been out of use,for this many years,we propose to conserve Brontosaurus against Apatosaurus. [But that doesn't make any sense.If you have a system that depicts which genera or species an organism belongs to it should be named according to its class,not according to public affection for a name!!! That's like calling a Volkswagen Golf a Ford Fiesta,because people had mistaken one for the other,and continue the mistake merely for convenience of not using the correct identification! Should such elite communities who act stupidly be allowed to make decisions which affect everyone else? -LB] And then we would have had Brontosaurus,but it has to be a formal proposal and it has to be voted on [So we can democratically be stupid -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Jacqueline do you have the same name-switching? 

Jacqueline Mitten : Well astronomers have had similar problems,one thing that springs to mind is Mars,because up until space craft visited Mars,we're looking at the 1970s,all you could see of Mars was a sort of tiny little disc in a telescope,and the people who did map Mars,what they were giving names to were dark and light areas,and incidentally,the names that had sort of stuck,from the end of the 19th century were sort of classical names,that were given by Schiaperelli,and extended by Antoniadi,and you know,so we had things like "Utopia" and "Illysseum" and "Hellas" and so on,and then when the space craft got to Mars they realised that of course there were lots of features,detail features on Mars,craters and so on,and they'd got to come up with a different system. [There is no name for the "monkey face" on Mars because it's not an actual feature,but light and dark shadows on a mountain,which look like a face from out perspective -LB] But they were kind of stuck with this old system as well,so there had to be some kind of compromise,and an example is that the giant volcano on Mars,used to be known as Nix Olympica,"the snows of Olympus",because in a telescope all you could see was a tiny sort of white dot,where a bit of cloud formed on the top of it,but having realised that it was a sort of absolutely massive mountain there,it had to have its name changed,to Olympus Mons.Now the interesting thing is that you know,like we've just been hearing about biological things,the amateur astronomers,who'd always looked at Mars through a telescope,just will not accept these changes of names. 

Quentin Cooper : Because of course,partly,if they still look at.... 

Jacqueline Mitten : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : ....Nix Olympia it does look like this little dot... 

Jacqueline Mitten : That's right. 

Quentin Cooper : ...and so therefore they see the romance of that name? 

Jacqueline Mitten : That's right.That's right.The things they see are sort of different from what the space craft pick up.So yes we...there's similar dilemmas. [The constellations are really "not there" and references to them as Auriga,Plough, Orion,Cygnus etc represent mythical forms that have no basis in reality,thus astrological ideas that a planet is in a "house" or that people can be broken up into 12 representations is total hogwash,there is also a 13th zodiacal sign Ophiucus,which astrologers ignore,because they failed to account for precession,mythical romantic notions,may have cultural value,but they have no actual basis in reality.Astrology is like the cloud that the astronomers see on Mars or the monkey face,it's what people like to think is there,but actually it isn't.Stars and planets don't control people's lives,but cycles derived from planets do,such as tides,and seasons,it is these latter phenomena that are perhaps behind the notion that planets are influential,it just doesn't work the way that mystics think it does -LB] 

Sandy Knapp : Yes it's nice to have a system in place,to allow you to deal with these things [That's why grammar and syntax exist -LB]. 

Jeff Boxshall : Yeah we have the same in zoology.I mean the idea though...I mean the problem with having a public system of names and a scientific system of names,the idea is that we have single universal system of names,that is the way to facilitate communications. [Douglas Adam's use of the Babel Fish borrowing satirically from the bible,also plays on the idea of a single form of communication being better,thus although people celebrate there differences in language as well as other traits,in actual fact fractionalisation of language or development of new ones diminishes communication.Thus sign language being created on the strength of a dysfunction being "normal" has actually diminished the capacity of people to communicate.Theoretically if we all spoke the same language,perhaps there'd be less misunderstandings and less problems.There is also a problem about scientific terminology or specialised language that alienates people from the ideas.Unfortunately a lot of that terminology has real bearing on real things and cannot be made lay-intelligible without diminishing the idea it illustrates.It seems the larger vocabulary we have of all systems of communication the more integral it will be,and less elitism and alienation will result.But I doubt I will be booking on any German,French,Chinese,or Japanese language courses in the near future! -LB] So the public and the scientists know what plant or what astronomical body.... 

Sandy Knapp : In a way that's the reason.... Quentin Cooper : You don't think we're ever going to not have "horse" or "cat" or "leopard" or "(indistinct) Persil Forget-Me-Not" do you? [Is that the plant that's been genetically modified to be "blue white" ? -LB] 

Jeff Boxshall : No but if you talk about a brown shrimp,it means three different things just around the coast of Britain,and then it means yet different things in the States. 

Sandy Knapp : Well it's like bluebells.I mean if you talk to a person from Scotland,and...or a the United States,and talk about bluebells,they mean something in the genus Campanula,and if you talk to someone in the South of England about bluebells,they mean something entirely different,completely unrelated,doesn't look anything like it,except it's got blue flowers,that hang down. [They're not bell-shaped flowers by any chance? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : But that's .....presumably this is also one of the things about when people spread out across the world,you find a lot of animals,and birds,particularly in the United States,which have got the same names as birds in Britain,but are completely different birds,just to confuse us! 

Sandy Knapp : But that's...and that's really a reason why,people ask "Why bother with scientific names?",and that's the reason why,because it is a universal system of naming. [As with other aspects of science it attempts to defeat personal whims and fancies and romantic conceptions,this is why it is "better" than other methodologies.It is not reliant on any single judgement.Species is unclear since it was originally based on a subjective judgement and to a certain extent still is,this is why I have a problem with the idea that creationists can refute evolution on the basis of species boundaries,no one actually knows what a species is,at least in terms of taxonomy.The "realisation" referred to here is that "belief" that two things were separate types is replaced by the "fact" that they are the same.With biology though there appears to be some doubt as to the "factual" nature of the replacement,and it maybe just another opinion that Apatosaurus and Brontosaurus are the same creature.The dubious nature of such classifications begs the nature of what creationist mean by "distinct types",if even science attempting to get rid of personal opinion still finds it difficult to discriminate what a distinct type is,how come creationists are so certain? Perhaps the reason it's so difficult,is because we all have the same heritage and share a good deal of DNA and it is mankind's artifice as to what belongs to one camp or another according to his own criterion.Nature pays scant attention to our classifying.The difficulty is suggestive that we are all derived from one thing and "distinct types" is a fallacy,it is certainly a fallacy as far as "black" and "white" people are concerned,since you can have an offspring from a conception with mixed parentage.Is the child black or white? Or is it just Homo Sapiens? -LB] And if we aren't going to bother to use it as one,then there's really no point in having it. 

Quentin Cooper : No we've already spoken about the importance of shouting the loudest,and I'm going to shout the loudest now,and bring you BACK Sandy.... 

Sandy Knapp : Sorry! (laughs) 

Quentin Cooper : ..I've found this plant in my back garden I want to name it,I still want to know what I'd be allowed to do..... Sandy Knapp : Okay well you essentially... 

Quentin Cooper : ...or would I have to send it off,and someone would name it for me? 

Sandy Knapp : No,no.Botanical naming is essentially done by peer review,so you would propose a name,you would have to write a diagnosis of that plant in Latin,which is something that doesn't happen in zoology [I'm not surprised,they've got more sense -LB].We're said to be in the dark ages [Which are so named because they were "bad" not because they were a halcyon "natural" past -LB],but in fact,if you think about it,Latin is the one apolitical language that's left on the face of the earth [That's probably true -LB],and interestingly enough,the huge debate at the Botanical Congress in July,was whether or not to do away with the Latin diagnosis,and... 

Quentin Cooper : What would be the alternative? 

Sandy Knapp : Well the alternatives are myriad,and one of the alternatives that's been proposed is to have a diagnosis in English [That makes sense it is after all the most predominant language,lucky for me as I hate languages,I have great respect for multi-linguists -LB].Now this proposal was roundly rejected by the botanical community,mostly by botanists from the developing world [That makes sense too -LB],who felt that by requiring a diagnosis in English was a kind of cultural imperialism [I guess it is,but that's rather like saying BASIC and other computer languages are culturally imperialist,they just happened to evolve in a country that spoke that language,perhaps it was thoughtlessness on behalf of programmers -LB],and so in a way,having a diagnosis in Latin,although it is a bit archaic,seeming,in fact means that everybody's equal. [And why is that good? If English is predominant it makes sense to have it replace Latin,and as far as other countries are concerned Latin and English are perhaps equally foreign,and Latin apparently has many verb forms (not that it matters here) and is taken to be a "complex" language."Corvus corone corone" means nothing to me,even though I'm familiar with some bird and animal families in Latin,and it is unclear how an albino crow would be shown to be distinct from the black variety labelled as above.Albino Carrion Crow" tells me virtually all I need to know,and perhaps more than the Latin,though it doesn't tell me that a Magpie belongs to the same family -LB] Everybody has to learn the same system of botanical Latin.In fact I've tried to get my children [When are you going to answer Quentin's question? -LB] who take Latin in school to help me with some of this Latin diagnosis,because being from the United States,I didn't learn Latin in school [Is that the excuse? -LB],we don't do that sort of thing,and they're hopeless at it.So there's a lovely book written by William Stern.

Quentin Cooper : Ahhh! [Perhaps Quentin is expecting an answer....-LB] 

Sandy Knapp : ...from the botany department at the Natural History Museum,great big fat book called "Botanical Latin",and essentially all you would have to do is,come to the museum,come to my office,borrow "Botanical Latin" and look at your plant,and really the most kind of acceptable thing that people like the best,is to think of some nice euphonious name that sounds nice,and also refers to some feature of the plant.I've named a plant that was very distinctive in its genus Solanum,the potato genus,the ones I work on are trees,it seems odd potatoes as trees,but it's a big genus,very diverse... 

Quentin Cooper : Fair enough. [So what comes under the umbrella of a term can vary wildly -LB] 

Sandy Knapp : ...and it had white wood,and so I called it Aphiodendron,which means white wood in Greek [I though we were using Latin -LB],so it's Solanum Aphiodendron. [So a Latin Greek hybrid,that makes total sense.Not! -LB] Or you could name it for me. 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Sandy Knapp : Or I could name it for you.But you couldn't name it for yourself. 

Quentin Cooper : Oh really! This is a no-no is it? To name something after yourself? Sandy Knapp : It's a faus pas [Ahh we're using French now,can't we just use binary bits,it's much simpler.Solanum Aphiodendron would probably be as long as my arm though -LB]. I don't think it's actually prohibited,but erm... 

Jeff Boxshall : It would be frowned upon,and the arbiters here are really the editors of the scientific journals,where these names have to be published to make them available,and one of the reasons why we're having to have new editions of these codes,both botanical and zoological codes,is to take into account the fantastic pace of change in communication and electronic media.So now for example,the new edition of the zoological code,which is a little green book as opposed to a big purple one,which came into effect,on the first of January, 2000,you can now publish on CD-ROMs but you can't publish electronically on the web only.There have to be CD-ROMs lodged in five named accessible sites around the world,so that people have access to them and can check these descriptions. 

Jacqueline Mitten : But if you wanted to have your name fixed on a celestial object,Quentin, [I'm not sure I'd like an astronomical object called "Quentin",although the "Cooper Nebulae" sounds quite fetching,but then Heather Couper might already have laid claim,and trying to distinguish Couper,from Cooper has it's own difficulties -LB] then there is one sure fire way of doing that,and that is you have to go out and you have to look night after night after night,with your telescope or binoculars until you discover a comet. 

Quentin Cooper : Comet? 

Jacqueline Mitten : Mmm,and then if you've got a comet,and you're the first person to discover the comet,your name goes on it,and there's no argument about you know,whether this embarrassing or you know,you get priority... 

Sandy Knapp : Unless somebody else is more important? (laughs) Jacqueline Mitten : That's right! (laughter) [Not very "equal" or "fair" then is it? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : But I think.... 

Jacqueline Mitten : If you discover the comet,your name goes on it. 

Quentin Cooper : You say this is the one way I can get my name on a celestial body,So I take it you turn your nose up at these schemes,which you always see in the papers,where you can pay money to have a star named after you? 

Jacqueline Mitten : Well,the thing about that is you can pay money and you can get a certificate,but the profession and in deed the amateur community in astronomy does not accept that this is in any way official.It's a fun thing that some people seem to enjoy doing,they get a very colourful certificate put on the wall,and you know,you may be able to impress your family or whatever,but no astronomer,is going to go outside,point a telescope and say,"Ahhh I've been looking at Auntie Lulu today".... 

Quentin Cooper : Right,I suppose... 

Jacqueline Mitten : ...that is not the way it's done. 

Quentin Cooper : I suppose the zoological equivalent would be you'd be sponsoring Terry the Tapir at you local zoo,wouldn't you? It wouldn't mean anything in scientific terms? 

Jeff Boxshall : Yes,exactly,and we have the same restrictions as Sandy,you would name after features of the animals or from the place they came from,I mean we could well name it after your home town,in which case it would take a particular ending.There's a recommended ending,that would put -encis.So if you lived in Harrow... 

Sandy Knapp : Well you can get into all kinds of trouble.. 

Jeff Boxshall : ...it would be Harrowencis,you know. 

Quentin Cooper : Grimsbyencis! (laughter) 

Jeff Boxshall : Not very romantic. 

Sandy Knapp : Well you can get into all kinds of trouble for that kind of thing though, because there are millions of examples of things which are named for very specific places and then discovered to be incredibly widespread weeds,and so they're called...oh I don't know, something Nicaraguencis,and it turns out in fact it's not from Nicaragua at all,it's from China... 

Quentin Cooper : Are you stuck with it then? 

Sandy Knapp : You're stuck with it then. 

Jeff Boxshall : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : So is this...? 

Sandy Knapp : So it's full of priority. 

Quentin Cooper : So to go back to an example I gave,this is also in common terms,why you get the Garden Warbler,which isn't found in gardens,and you get the Common Gull which isn't common,and you get the Mute Swan which isn't mute? We've just grown to call them these things? 

Jeff Boxshall : Yes,that's right.These.... 

Sandy Knapp : But those have no standing.I mean... 

Jeff Boxshall : No. 

Sandy Knapp : ...in terms of principles of priority. 

Jeff Boxshall : No. 

Quentin Cooper : Oh no,but they're in public use,is what I'm saying... 

Sandy Knapp : Yeah. 

Jeff Boxshall : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : ...and they're wrong. 

Jeff Boxshall : Well,they're not wrong,they're just not universal and they're not unique.. 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Jeff Boxshall : I mean other people will call something else a Common Gull or a Treecreeper or whatever,you know,it varies,but we must have a universal system.One of the areas we haven't touched on yet is microorganisms,if we had a bacteriologist here,they'd probably be saying something slightly different,they do have a set of rules and so on,very similar to ours, but when you're dealing with bacteria,now the modern methods of looking at molecular structures and so on,they need a much greater degree of resolution,in the way they look at categories.So for example Escherischia Coli,would be the binomial name for a particular bacterium.... [Ref: Science2:Edge9.htm] 

Quentin Cooper : This is for E-coli ? 

Jeff Boxshall : E-coli,very widely distributed.But now the more important piece of information about a particular E-coli population is the "strain" it belongs to,because we all know, we see these reports in the press,if it's "strain H0157" then it's going to cause serious pathology,and death in some people. 

Quentin Cooper : So if you're a microbiologist,you're going to find this classification system a little frustrating,you're going to want to enhance it? 

Jeff Boxshall : Well most scientists are very practical pragmatic people.They're wanting to use their nomenclature system essentially to communicate their results to other scientists and to the public,or policy-makers where necessary,so they would evolve a system that's worked, and that is what happens,they're moving more towards the astronomers,with having a sort of suffix which is an alphanumeric,combining letters and...numbers. 

Sandy Knapp : I think there's something very important about nomenclature,as opposed to classification,because nomenclature is really a method of communicating to other people about a particular entity,which you may classify in an entirely different way,and I think that's where the similarity,but also the difference lies,between,you know what Jacqie's describing with astronomy,and I think one of the problems biological nomenclature has is that it gets wound up with classification,and people start to equate the two things.Whereas if we just step back,one step and say,"These names,you know,there's nothing other than a communication function to these",and then it becomes all less sort of emotive and traumatic. 

Quentin Cooper : Isn't a name more than just a label,shouldn't it also have some kind of conurtation,shouldn't it as you say be euphonic as well? 

Sandy Knapp : Well that is true.I mean I happen to spend hours and hours thinking about what I call new species that I name [What a sad life you lead -LB],and I'm about to describe a new species of Solanum from Bahir Brazil,at the moment,and I want to name it after a very good friend of mine who sent me the material and has for a long time been very helpful to me. But unfortunately,his name is Andre,and I can't call it Solanum Andreanum,because that's already been used by somebody else,for another species. 

Quentin Cooper : Surname? I mean what do you do? 

Sandy Knapp : Well,no that's also been used... 

Quentin Cooper : Ahhh! 

Sandy Knapp : ...for another species of Solanum [Perhaps Andre should contact the Guiness Book of Records,for the most unlikely nomenclature coincidence -LB].So one of the problems that I have,that other people who say work in very small...in a very small genus [I once worked in a small genus,but I got claustrophobia -LB],the epithets that species name,like Estevum,in Triticum Estevum,or Familiaris in Canus Famailiaris,there aren't very many of them,used already.But if you work in a genus like Solanum,which is the potatoes and their relatives,for which there have been 10,000 names proposed,many of which are synonyms,you can never use any of those epithets again. 

Quentin Cooper : Is it almost a chore,when you've got so many things to name,to actually come up with names? 

Sandy Knapp : Well,it's... [Sandy books her holidays,just so she can spend hours doing it - LB] 

Jeff Boxshall : It can be can't it? 

Sandy Knapp : Yeah let's face it.... 

Jeff Boxshall : It stretches your imagination sometimes. 

Sandy Knapp : It's quite fun though [In the sense that reading a telephone directory is "fun" -LB],really,it is quite fun. 

Jeff Boxshall : We've just named some cave-living copeapods,these little shrimp things that I specialise in,we've just named some after characters that I thought were from the Hobbit,and I thought "Oh we might not get this past the editor because the Hobbit's a bit recent in literature" ,you tend to have to be a bit more classical,but my Norwegian co-author saved us,because he said,"Oh no Tolkein took the names from the Edda,which is an Icelandic 12th century saga",and that's much more respectable. (Sandy laughs)It has pedigree you see.So we... [Whilst writing this a new BBC sitcom is talking about "species" is this an example of coincidence or is it spookier? -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Isn't it likely that somebody else has also used these then,not necessarily for shrimps,but something else somewhere?

Jeff Boxshall : The onus is on you to check that the name isn't preoccupied.If a name is preoccupied,it's called a synonym and it will have to be changed because it's not a universal and unique name and so therefore that's yet another reason why names change,because names are proposed and people haven't done all the background research,and it's getting quite difficult to do it all. 

Quentin Cooper : Because it is so complicated,are there instances where people have,if you like,"Slipped one under the wire" and organisms have ended up with names that have rather more of a hidden meaning than the people involved realised? 

Jeff Boxshall : Oh I'm sure there are,there are some that are flippant,I mean there's a mollusc called Abra,the genus is Abra,and there's a species called Cadabra! [If it's an edible mollusc,presumably the waiter says "You'll like like this,not a lot,but you'll like it".You might say it's a name to "conjure" with -LB] (laughter) So Abra Cadabra! That's quite cool really,I quite like it. 

Sandy Knapp : I think that's really nice,I mean I think scientists often get accused of not having senses of humour,but if you look at the way people have named things,all over biology,you can...scientists have very good senses of humour,sometimes. 

Quentin Cooper : I was going to say Nature clearly has a sense of humour,so I think think they should do as well! (laughter) 

Sandy Knapp : Oh absolutely,absolutely! 

Jacqueline Mitten : Interestingly Uranus [Which is a name that requires a sense of humour in itself -LB],uniquely has non-mythological moons and that's sort of quite an interesting history. 

Quentin Cooper : Because all the other moons in the solar system apart from our own moon,which is just "Moon".... 

Jacqueline Mitten : Just "Moon " yes. 

Quentin Cooper : ..are named after classical mythology.

Jacqueline Mitten : Are all classical mythology,yes. 

Sandy Knapp : Why is that? 

Jacqueline Mitten : And that is a curiosity.Until the middle of the 19th century,none of the known moons around other planets had names at all,they were only known by numerals,and it was only when additional moons of Uranus were discovered,that there became some confusion about whether the numbers meant the order of discovery,or the out from the parent planet,and it was the astronomer Sir John Herschel,whose father,Sir William Herschel had discovered Uranus,who thought that it would be a good idea really if proper names went into usage,and the first two names of the moons of Uranus that had been discovered by his father,were called Titania and Oberon. 

Quentin Cooper : From "A Midsummer Night's Dream". 

Jacqueline Mitten : From "A Midsummer Night's Dream".Subsequently,we've got sort of,you know, puckish,impish things and also heroines from Shakespeare. 

Quentin Cooper : But Jacquie when a probe does fly by a planet [Mentioning probes in the same breath as Uranus is just asking for it! -LB],it must produce masses of data,does somebody have to sit down and brainstorm night after night,because presumably they have to be themed somehow connected to the grander theme? 

Jacqueline Mitten : Well indeed they do,and there are task groups of astronomers who are set this job.In fact looking at the gazetteer of the solar system,which contains all the names that have been so far approved,and the great list of references,I mean the list of reference works runs into sort of hundreds,and they've had to get quite imaginative.For instance,you know,now that we've got close up pictures of asteroids,for instance,there's one called Gaspara,that had a close fly by,well Gaspara was actually named after a spa town,so the natural thing was to name the craters on Gaspara after other spa towns around the world,so... 

Quentin Cooper : What you mean like Leamington? (laughter) 

Jeff Boxshall : Harrowgate? 

Jacqueline Mitten : I don't know whether there's a Leamington,but there might be,you know! But in principle there could be a Leamington,yes! 

Quentin Cooper : I mean is this ultimately functional,because particularly where you're talking about far flung moons,which we've only managed to get maybe one space probe to so far,and it will be maybe 20 years before another one goes by,what good is there to know what the name of that you know...what the third lump from the right is? 

Jacqueline Mitten : Well of course there are teams of scientists who will be working on the data from these objects,and it's much nicer to know them by name [I see so "nice" is a justification for scientific nomenclature -LB],isn't it? I think you know... 

Sandy Knapp : I think that's the communication function of names... 

Jacqueline Mitten : ...I don't know about you.... 

Sandy Knapp : ...isn't it? 

Jacqueline Mitten : Yes. 

Sandy Knapp : It allows us to talk about it. 

Jacqueline Mitten : Also I think there is just a sense of fun about it.It is to do with associations as well,and there is a kind of sort of cultural aspect about the significance of names.I have my astronomical dictionary here,and the author of this dictionary has got a quotation from a psalm here,"He telleth the number of the stars,he calleth them all by their names".Now although we don't have official star names,I think what they're meaning by that is that if you know something about its name,then it truly has significance. [Naming is the mother of all things -Buddha -LB] You know it's like the sort of rights of people to be known by there names an not to be anonymous [John Allen Paulos points out that many people see numbers as dehumanising and homogenising,but in fact there are many John Smiths all of whom will have a unique numerical or alphanumerical code for insurance or banking purposes.Names are actually not definitive or individual,but numbers are.We have a bias because we talk with letters and not numbers,and the lack of response to numbers typified by the "I was never very good at mathematics" syndrome belies the fact that numerical codes are more definitive than alphabetic ones,thus in cryptographic systems generally speaking letters are turned into numbers to render a unique coded form,and deciphering usually involves recreating letters. Generally speaking numbers in mathematics are seen as having only one meaning whereas letters have many meanings and it can make a difference how to say something,as opposed to numbers where E=Mc^2 means the same regardless of how you say it. This perhaps accounts for the idea that numbers are cold and austere,and letters warm and human,but it shouldn't detract from the fact that numbers provide a more unique form and letters are more general.Thus anybody could be John Smith,but only one person is NR648194D -LB],and you know,I think that's how we probably feel about our objects,whether they're planets or moons or.... 

Quentin Cooper : Well I've got a quotation for you in a second,Jacqueline as well,but we do have to draw a nominal line under our discussions,there,so Jacqueline Mitten,Jeff Boxshall, and Sandy Knapp thanks,and this is particularly for anyone who having heard all this has a sudden realisation every time they're seeing a plant or an animal or especially the night sky,you're probably looking at something you don't know the proper scientific name from. So here's a little sliver from "Love's Labours Lost": 
"These Earthly Godfathers of heaven's lights that give a name to every fixed star,have no more profit of there shining nights,than those that walk and what not what they are." 

Quentin Cooper : That's particularly for you Jacquie! Next week on the Material World we'll again tread the thin but increasingly embattled line between what's genetically possible and what's socially desirable,as we consider how the Human Genome Project [What a "coincidence" I've just transcribed Leading Edge on the same subject,am I psychic?After all it will be "next week" which is within the desired limits on what is psychic! -LB] now only weeks away from mapping every gene in our bodies,or revolutionise medical science,and we'll also look at why 25 years after the Viking probes found nothing,scientists believe that a new Mars mission has a much better chance of detecting life on the Red Planet. 



